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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND
The water coolant in most operating Nuclear safety considerations, through-
power reactor systems is kept free of out the world, require that the conse-
dissolved gas, so as to minimize corro- quences of even a very unlikely accident
sion. However, in most research reac- be thoroughly analyzed, with reasonable
tors, which operate at temperatures accuracy. The purpose is primarily to
below 700 C, and between I and atm. determine if there are ways of further
pressure, the dissolved gas remains reducing the probability or consequences
present in the water coolant system of such an accident, and to provide
during operation. This dissolved gas input to a probability risk assessment
can have a significant effect during (PRA) from which societal risks of
accident conditions (i.e. a LOCA), when nuclear power technology can be compared
the fluid quickly reaches boiling, with risks of other electric power
coincident with flow stagnation and generating technologies.
subsequent flow reversal. A benchmark

experiment was conducted, with an elec- Perhaps the most severe, and hence most
trically heated, closed loop channel, challenging, hypothetical accident that
modeling a research reactor fuel coolant is considered for a light water reactor
channels 2 mm thick). The results is the so-called large-break Loss-of-
showed "boiling (bubble) noise" occur- Coolant-Accident (LOCA), in which both
ring before wall temperatures reached the inlet and outlet coolant pipes to
saturation, and a significant increase the reactor are sheared by a momentous
(up to 50%) in the heat transfer coeffi- event such as a major earthquake.
cient in the subcooled boiling region Testing reactor system performance by
when in the presence of dissolved gas, staging such an event is impractical.
compared to degassed water. However, some small nuclear benchmark

Since power reactors do not involve testing has been done for such an acci-
dissolved gas, the RELAP safety analysis dent. The most famous of these is
code does not include any provisions for probably the Loss-of-Flow Test Reactor
the effect of dissolved gas on heat (LOFT Reactor), which was built and
transfer. In this work, the effects of tested at the Idaho National Engineering
the dissolved gas are evaluated for Laboratory (INEL) in the 19801s. This
inclusion in the RELAP code, including reactor represented just a small part of
provision for initiating "nucleate a typical WR.
boiling" at a lower temperature, and a
provision for enhancing the heat trans- A computer code known as RELAP (REactor
fer coefficient during the subcooled Loss of coolant Analysis Program) was
boiling region. Instead of relying on also developed aE the INEL to predict
Chen's correlation alone, a modification the results of a LOCA, and applied to
of the superposition method of Bjorge the LOFT test results to determine how
was adopted. valid the code results might be. The

emphasis of the LOFT verifications, and
of other non-nuclear verification test
has been on commercial light water

Now at the Atomic Energy Council, reactor (WR) conditions. These verifi-
Republic of China. cation comparisons, and subsequent
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modifications to RELAP have resulted in BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
a code that predicts LWR performance
during both minor and severe transient An electrically heated benchmark experi-
conditions quite accurately. ment was constructed (Figure 1), and

when these tests were run, it was ob-
owever, in the late 19801s, it became served that the dissolved gas in the

apparent that certain of the high pow- test water had a major effect on the
ered, forced downflow research reactors, development of boiling (incipient boil-
that operate at subcooled atmospheric ing). When the RELAP code was used to
boiling temperatures, and pressure of model this benchmark experiment,# con-
only a few atmospheres, might also siderable deviation was observed between
represent a risk of fuel damage or melt both the temperatures and the velocity
during a LOCA.2 of the water in the channels. (Figure 3

and 4 However, when the water was
High powered research reactors differ degassed, and the test run again, the
from typical LWR's in fuel type, flow results compared more closely with those
direction, emergency cooling systems, predicted by RELAP 3
oper W on pressures and temperatures,
etc. It is necessary to verify the one might wonder if this was merely an
adequacy of these thermal hydraulic anomaly caused by the using non-degassed
safety codes for conditions of these water in the experiment, or whether it
research reactors. Furthermore, since is a real situation that occurs in the
corrosion is minimal at these low tem- high powered research reactors. Figure
peratures, no special operating condi- 2 shows that indeed these conditions of
tions are employed to remove dissolved dissolved gas do exist in these reac-
air from the coolant. The University of tors, since the water systems are not
Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) is one designed to remove the gas for the
such example where these conditions purpose of minimizing corrosion, etc.
exist, and such conditions are similar The dissolved gas of the water used to
for most of the major test and isotope fill the loop at room temperature and
production reactors in the U.S.A. and in pressure is much legs than the dissolved
other countries.** gas limit during operating conditions.

However, during a LOCA, when pressure
goes to one atmosphere (or perhaps less

It has been proposed to raise the power during pulsing) and the temperature
of the University of Missouri Research approaches boiling, the dissolved gas
Reactor (MURR) from its present 10 MW to will definitely be liberated.
about 30 MW. Though the fuel will

perform flawlessly during normal opera- The effects of the dissolved gas are
tion at these higher powers, during a subtle, yet significant. No -te in Figure
LOCA the initial calculations showed 3 that "boiling instability" in the
that there is reason to be concerned water channel temperatures develops much
about the validity of the calculations sooner
of the rapid pulsed boiling that was in the fresh water case than for
shown to occur in these narrow channels. the degassed water. Figure shows the

actual magnitude of the heat flux for
these two cases, and indicates the
conditions under which the first bubbles
appeared to form. This first indication
of bubble formation we will call "Onset
of Nuclear Boiling" (ONB) in both the
fresh water and the degassed water
cases. In comparing how well the tem-
peratures are calculated, the agreement

#The benchmark experiment consisted of a

Examples of reactors with similar closed loop in which the heat blocks
operating conditions are the Advanced representing the fuel plates were heated
Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho, the High in steps. Each case began with water
Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak nominally at room temperature, and heat
Ridge, and the High Flux Beam Reactor was supplied in steps of increasing heat
(HFBR) at Brookhaven on Long Island, and input rates, for like periods of time in
the Indonesian Multipurpose Research each experiment. The same stepped power
Reactor (MPR-GAS). input was supplied as the input for the

RELAP calculations.
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though there definitely is more heat0.06
transferred from the block to the water

Initial condiflo
0.04 (fili ale') in the fresh water case.

Opealing comfillon
0.02

....... .....
.. ........ ... LOCA In summary, the effects, deduced from

0 _1� the benchmark experiments, and extrapo-0 20 40 so 80 1 0 lated to that of dissolved gas on the

Temperature (dog. C) boiling mechanism during a LOCA, can be

summarized as follows:

Figure 2 Solubility of air In water, with respect to
research reactor operating conditions. 1) Lower wall superheat is required

for appa. 5 ent 5 incipient

is slightly better for the degassed case boiling. 4, 

compared to the fresh water case. It is 2) Smaller bubble radius appears to

unlikely that the water was completely occur with dissolye-0 than with true
degassed, and hence even the latter case nucleate boilinq.0,',

does not correspond exactly to the no-

gas conditions for which RELAP is coded.

The ONB occurs sooner in the fresh water 3) A higher heat transfer coeffi-

case, and this difference corresponds cient exists in the subcooled region,

nearly to what is observed with the throug�,et t�r lju�yooled "boiling"

commencement of boiling noise in the range. 14

temperature measurements during the

experiments. The differences in the 4) Flow velocities are less than

temperature of the water and the heat calculations predict during the period

block are not as easily distinguished, just after ONB, apparently the result of
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140-
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40- transfer due to the influence of the

20- void generated in the boundary layer as

a result of boiling (bubble formation) 
io 2�5 -lb is 40 The enhancement factor F is empirically
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Figure 4 Velocity comparisons in narrow channel, to the Lockhart-Martenelli parameter

experiment vs. RELAP calculations. X t.(Ref. 5, p. 492 and 539) The nucle-

ate boiling heat transfer uses the
Heat Flux Measured Foster-Zuber pool-boiling heat transfer

Used in Revised RELAP Ca1c. correlation, multiplied by a suppression

50- factor S, which is often expressed as a
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Figure 5. Heat flux comparison and first bubble nucle-

ation comparisons for the experiments with fresh and INCORPORATING THE DISSOLVED GAS EFFECT
degassed water. INTO THE RELAP CODE

additional fluid friction. (Any expect- Several experiments 3,9,10,11,12,13,14
ed enhancement in vertically upward flow on
velocity due to buoyancy was not ob- heat transfer coefficients with liquids

served, perhaps because the frictional containing dissolved gas show that the

effects overwhelmed whatever buoyancy strongest effect is in the subcooled
effects existed.) boiling region. In this region, the
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heat transfer is enhanced due to the we have modified the Davis and Anderson
lowering of the superheat, and thus the approach, and in combination with equa-
"boiling" starts earlier than for the tion 4 find a relationship between the
degassed liquid case. This lower tem- ONB temperature difference (TONB - Tf)
perature for the ONB comes from the fact for dissolved gas vs. the case without
that the presence of the dissolved gas dissolved gas as
will lower the saturation vapor gas
pressure required to form a bubble.
Simply stated, a bubble of radius r* in 7) (TONB Tf)degassed (TONB - Tf)gas
a liquid with a surface tension a, will
form when the pressure inside the bubble Tsatvfg

2 a Pgas
4) Pb = Pv + Pg = P + hfg

r*
In using this expression, the key term

The gas pressure, is that of the is St the effective pressure from the
dissolved gas ominaout of solution. dissgTved gas that will form to make the
This must be deterWed from the solu- at whichbility data,21,2 2, bubble. At the temperaturessome of which is this benchmark experiment was run, the
shown in Figure 2 Once this pressure dissolved gas pressure term significant-
plus the vapor pressure of the liquid ly exceeds the vapor pressure of the
reach a sufficient magnitude to form a liquid, in reference to equation (5),
bubble, the gas will come out of solu- and hence is the dominant term in deter-
tion. This bubble will form at the mining if and when bubbles will form.
plate surface, and may collapse as the
bubble moves into cooler liquid near the In order to incorporate a revised heat
center of the channel and its tempera- transfer coefficient in the calculation,
ture is reduced sufficiently to cause it we2gave taken the model of Bjorge et
to go back into Solution. Hence, ini- al . involving superposition of the
tially the dissolved gas will merely convective and nucleate boiling heat
cause a disturbance and hence and en- transfer terms, but including a qNB
hancement of the heat transfer at the term (for comparison, see Reference ,
surface of the plate, with virtually no p.542),
net formation of void. This is similar
to the conditions of initial onset of 8) q = [qc2 + (qnb - ONB) 2
true nucleate boiling, but the dissolved
gas effect commences well below satura- for quality x < 0.05
tion temperatures. leading to

Using this bubble formation model, a
number of investigators have derived 9) q = 2
semi-empirical expressions for the heat
transfer under early conditions of + qNB 1 ((TONB-Tf)/(TW-Tf))3 2
nucleate bo'1ing. For instance Sato and
Matsumura 17 derived the ONB heat flux where (TONB Tf) is evaluated as
q from their experiment of degassedffl .
wa er in a vertical channel, as (see, in equation 6) above, and the subscript
for comparison, Ref. 5, p.525,533,534): w refers to the apparent wall tempera-

hfgkf ture.
5) qNB � (TONB Tsat)2 RESULTS

BuTsatvfg

and where The use of Equation 6) depends very
strongly on the size of the bubbles

8aTsatvfg initially formed, from Equation 4).
6) (TONB - Tsat) hC However, using the degassed equation as

hfgkf the basis from which the TONB is deduced

Davis and Anderson18 found the same without gas, one can apply Equation 6)
expression as the above relation, and directly to determine the lowering of
several other exp ssions can be found the TONP in the presence of dissolved
in the literature T all of which were gas. S ill, there is some uncertainty
derived theoretically or experimental ly on what the effective temperature is
in either vertical or horizontal tubes, when the bubbles initially form, presum-
but all for degassed liquids. ably at the location of micropores on

the wall of the fuel plate. We calcu-
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